The reliable forward engineering of genetic systems remains limited by the ad hoc reuse of many types of basic genetic elements. Although a few intrinsic prokaryotic transcription terminators are used routinely, termination efficiencies have not been studied systematically. Here, we developed and validated a genetic architecture that enables reliable measurement of termination efficiencies. We then assembled a collection of 61 natural and synthetic terminators that collectively encode termination efficiencies across an $800-fold dynamic range within Escherichia coli. We simulated co-transcriptional RNA folding dynamics to identify competing secondary structures that might interfere with terminator folding kinetics or impact termination activity. We found that structures extending beyond the core terminator stem are likely to increase terminator activity. By excluding terminators encoding such context-confounding elements, we were able to develop a linear sequence-function model that can be used to estimate termination efficiencies (r = 0.9, n = 31) better than models trained on all terminators (r = 0.67, n = 54). The resulting systematically measured collection of terminators should improve the engineering of synthetic genetic systems and also advance quantitative modeling of transcription termination.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to rationally engineer gene expression systems underlies all cellular biotechnologies. Synthetic biology researchers, in seeking to scale the engineering of biology to genome-scale systems, are pursuing the development of self-consistent collections of well-characterized genetic components that can be reused reliably (1) (2) (3) (4) . Towards this goal, many efforts have studied libraries of natural and synthetic genetic elements regulating various aspects of gene expression, and analyzed part performance via sequence-function models [e.g. (5-7)]. However, most projects have focused on engineering elements that control transcription and translation initiation (8, 9) . Additional work to engineer genetic elements that regulate remaining aspects of gene expression is needed. For example, transcription terminators are known to play key roles in regulating natural genetic systems and have recently been used to implement synthetic genetic logic (10) (11) (12) (13) . Methods for measuring, modeling and standardizing terminator elements would thus support both future synthetic biology research and applications.
Transcription termination in Escherichia coli is known to occur via two distinct mechanisms: factor-dependent or factor-independent termination. Factor-dependent termination relies on the destabilization of transcription complexes by a regulatory protein, Rho, at Rhodependent terminator sequences. A recent study showed that the Rho protein is responsible for $20% of termination events in E. coli (14) . However, the exact sequence features and steps of Rho recruitment and function are not understood well enough for use in synthetic genetic systems. Alternatively, factor-independent termination, which accounts for the remaining $80% of transcription termination events in E. coli, occurs at defined sequence regions known as intrinsic terminators that can be encoded as reusable genetic elements (15) .
Sequence features within intrinsic terminators have been well studied in E. coli and include a core GC-rich stem of 5-9 nt that is closed by a short 3-5 nt loop and followed by a 7-9 nt U-rich tail ( Figure 1A ) (10, 16) . A few intrinsic terminators have been extensively studied in vitro, resulting in mechanistic models for how individual sequence motifs contribute to overall termination efficiency (15, 17) . From these foundational studies, computational methods have been developed to identify putative terminator elements within natural DNA sequences. Such tools have improved the automated annotation of genome sequences and reshaped consideration of operon structure and chromosome organization (16, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . However, sequences that match putative terminator motifs are pervasive within natural genomes, and most computational predictions are not validated experimentally, thereby hindering the iterative development of improved terminator identification tools.
The reliability and reuse of termination efficiency measurements has also been challenged by the fact that terminator elements themselves can impact mRNA stability (23), translation initiation and translation polarity (24) . Thus, a measurement for termination efficiency in one genetic context may not match a measurement obtained in another context. Furthermore, the use of diverse characterization strategies-in vitro (25) , including single molecule approaches (26) versus in vivo (23) and single versus dual reporters (27) -has hindered comparison of measurements and sequence-function analyses (16) . Hence, a systematic method for measuring sequence distinct terminator elements that avoids confounding effects arising from terminator elements themselves is needed. Such an approach would enable more reliable characterization and reuse of transcription terminator collections across laboratories.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Terminator sequences
We selected 24 terminator elements identified in previous studies (Supplementary Table S1 ): 10 from natural expression cassettes (crp, his, ilv, rnpB, rpoC, tonB, three variants of trp from E. coli and amyA from Bacillus subtilis), four from non-protein coding RNAs in E. coli (rrnA, rrnB, rrnD and rna1), six from bacteriophage (T3, T7, T21, M13 and two from lambda), two from mobile genetic elements (tet from transposon tn10, and the attachment site motif from the aadA7 integron cassette) and two synthetic terminators (BBa_B1002 and BBa_B1006). For terminators sourced from natural sequences, we included 30 nt of upstream and downstream sequence context. We also generated 11 minimal terminators from a subset of the natural elements (crp, his, ilv lambda, M13, rnpB, rpoC, rrnB, rrnD, tonB and trp). We designed six variants of the BBa_B1006 synthetic terminator, altering features such as U tail length and stem composition. Altogether, these seeded a diverse panel of 41 putative terminator elements. We also retained and studied 13 variants to stem or loop sequences that arose during construction. We constructed seven double terminators by concatenating some of the aforementioned elements, finalizing a set of 61 candidate terminator elements (Supplementary  Table S1 ) that we characterized in detail via the RIIIG measurement device (later in the text). Sequence comparisons of related elements in this set are provided (Supplementary Figure S1 ).
Plasmids and strains
We used pFAB270 as a template plasmid for terminator library construction by inverse polymerase chain reaction (Supplementary Materials and Methods). We developed the set of candidate terminator measurement devices using the pFAB511 and pFAB512 vector backbones. Terminators propagated within pFAB270 can be moved into measurement plasmids (or any compatible plasmid) using Golden Gate cloning (28) (Supplementary Figure S2 and Supplementary Table S2 ). We used E. coli strain BW25113 for construction and testing. Specific constructs, resulting strains, primers and detailed genetic assembly procedures are given (Supplementary Tables S2-S4 , Supplementary Material).
Termination efficiency calculations
Termination efficiency (TE) quantifies the fraction of arriving transcription elongation complexes that do not pass through a candidate terminator element. For example, an element that disrupted all arriving transcription complexes would have a TE of 100%. Expressed fluorescent reporter protein levels are not a direct measure of TE. Instead, fluorescence levels are used to estimate terminator read-through (TR) rates from observed ratios of downstream (F DW ) to upstream (F UP ) fluorescence intensities:
Because mRNA stability, translation efficiency and the intrinsic brightness of the two reporters are different, we established a reference read-through value (TR REF ) using a standardized test sequence that was selected to encode maximum read-through while not itself initiating transcription (Supplementary Figure S3) . We then normalized all TR measurements:
and estimated TE as a percentage via:
We calculated TE from single-cell fluorescence data (TE CELL ) and also from reconstructed population average data (TE BULK ) based on the same single-cell measurements (Supplementary Figure S4) .
Termination efficiency measurements
We used the RIIIG (pFAB763) measurement device to observe and estimate TE values from fluorescence measurements. We screened for and established a reference control sequence that resulted in highest expression of the downstream gfp yet did not itself initiate transcription [Equation (2), Supplementary Figure S3 ]. The activity of the reference construct was observed in parallel with every assay. Cell cultures were grown to mid-exponential phase in deep 96-well plates in rich medium supplemented by kanamycin (Supplementary Material). Single-cell green and red fluorescence intensities were measured using an automated Guava Õ EasyCyte flow cytometer (EMD Millipore, Hayward, CA, USA). Raw data were filtered using an automated gating strategy (29) to ensure consistent distributions of TR CELL ratio [Equation (1), Supplementary Figure S4 ]. Cell populations exhibiting multimodal fluorescence distributions were flagged, with individual colonies re-validated by sequencing and the entire assay repeated as necessary to produce consistent unimodal behavior and measurements. All terminator elements were measured in triplicate.
Terminator structure dynamic folding models
We computed the folding kinetics of nascent RNA molecules encoding terminator elements using the kinefold_long_static binary (30) on a 192 node Linux cluster (31) . For each sequence, S, the predicted terminator folding frequency, f(S), was taken as the fraction of elongating transcripts with a terminator part subsequence, T = S j S j+1 . . . S k (i.e. the subsequence of S ranging from position j to position k), folding into the target structure, sT, at any given time, t. Target structures (sT) were defined as the equilibrium minimum free-energy stem and hairpin-loop secondary structure, determined from melt-and-anneal folding simulations at t = 60 s for subsequence T alone (i.e. in isolation from any upstream 5 0 flanking subsequence, F = S i S i+1 . . . S j ); simulations at t beyond 60 s did not affect the target sT. We determined f(S) from 100 stochastic co-transcriptional folding simulations initiated with random seeds. The RNA polymerase elongation rate (kpol) was set to 25 nt s À1 (32,33) with a minimum helix energy of À6.346 kcal mol À1 (31) . Within an elongating transcript, the sequence between RNA polymerase and the first translating ribosome can fold into distinct secondary and tertiary structures. F represents this RNA 'window' sequence between RNA polymerase and the first translating ribosome. Considering the elongation rate aforementioned and a translation initiation rate of 0.7 s À1 , F would span $50 nt (34). Given uncertainty regarding the best window sequence lengths, we performed simulations across various lengths (F = 25, 50, 75 and 100 nt). We used six simulation times to represent pausing of the elongation complex at the U tail (17), as follows: t 1 = [length(F)+length(T)]/kpol; t 2 = t 1 +0.5 s; t 3 = t 1 +1 s; t 4 = t 1 +10 s; t 5 = t 1 +20 s; t 6 = t 1 +30 s. We then defined the average of all of the folding frequencies over time and for all sizes of F as the estimated measure of folding efficiency (Supplementary Table S5 ).
Sequence feature modeling of terminator activity
We used a multiple linear regression model to relate measured TEs to up to 12 sequence features suspected to impact transcription termination (Supplementary  Table S6 ):
where, b 0 is the regression intercept, i is one of j sequence features, b i and X i are regression coefficient and value for the ith variable, respectively, and e is the error term. We used stepwise regression with forward selection to find the variables with higher explanatory power. Considering our terminator sample size (n = 54, full model, please see 'Results' section) and wanting to reduce the chance of overfitting, we only considered models with up to five independent variables ($10-fold less than the number of terminators considered). We generated linear models with improved explanatory power by iteratively adding the next most explanatory variable not yet in the model and re-evaluating model accuracy. We calculated to what degree each selected model could be used to predict unseen data via a cross-validation procedure in which we (i) randomly selected 80% of terminators; (ii) trained a model using this reduced subset; (iii) computed expected activities for the remaining 20%; and (iv) determined Pearson coefficient of correlation (r) between computed and observed TE values. These four steps were repeated 10 3 times for each linear model and the mean coefficient of correlation used to score model accuracy.
RESULTS
Development and validation of a terminator measurement device
RNA secondary structures encoded within terminators can differentially impact mRNA stability and thus confound measurements of TE (23) . We thus sought to decouple TE measurements from the stability of the mRNA surrounding the terminators being measured. We choose to use RNase processing sites as flanking elements surrounding a terminator measurement site such that the expression of upstream and downstream reporter genes would be mediated by mRNA that do not include terminator-specific sequences ( Figure 1A ). We selected RNase III and RNase E sites as candidate mRNA processing elements, and green (sfGFP) and red fluorescent proteins (mRFP1) as live cell expression reporters. We constructed six candidate terminator measurement devices that explored the use of different orderings of GFP and RFP, each RNase system, and negative control devices lacking RNase-mediated normalization of reporter mRNA ( Figure 1B) .
We assembled a panel of 20 test sequences presumed to encode a wide range of termination efficiencies and cloned each into the six candidate measurement devices (Supplementary Table S3 ). If post-transcriptional RNase processing of mRNA effectively normalized both reporter mRNAs, then expression of the upstream reporter gene should remain constant across constructs, whereas that of the downstream gene should be affected only by terminator activity. As expected, variation in upstream reporter levels was lower than for the downstream reporter [0.32 versus 1.04, respectively; average coefficient of variation (CoV) across all six candidate test devices] (Figure 2A and B) . The presence of functional RNase III sites reduced variation in upstream reporter expression (0.15 CoV) in comparison with constructs with RNase E (0.37 CoV) or non-functional RNase III sites (noIII, 0.43 CoV). Expression of RFP followed by GFP consistently produced less variation than GFP followed by RFP. Taken together, the RIIIG test device (rfp upstream of gfp with functional RNase III sites flanking the terminator) gave the least variation in upstream reporter expression levels, likely because of our use of two highly processive and sequence-distinct RNase III sites, R0.5 and R1.1, adapted from the early region of the bacteriophage T7 genome (35) .
To compare the six candidate measurement devices in more detail, we calculated the Pearson correlations for terminator read-through [TR, Equation (1)] across all pairings of test devices. For example, we observed that switching the order of GFP and RFP produced differences in TR measurements for the RNase E devices ( Figure 2C,  left) , whereas the RNase III devices were largely insensitive to fluorescent reporter order. More generally, TR measurements were best correlated between the RIIIG and GIIIR devices ( Figure 2D ) and perfectly correlated between bulk and single-cell measurements ( Figure 2D , main diagonal). Taken together, our data indicated that RNase III sites provided a best practical method for standardizing measurement of termination activities, and we retained the RIIIG test device for subsequent experiments. Finally, we constructed two RIIIG variants encoding 3-and 14-fold increases in upstream promoter activity, and a third variant encoding a 2-fold increase in rfp translation (8) . All variant RIIIG test devices maintained highly correlated measurements (average Pearson correlation $0.9, n = 20, Supplementary Figure S5 ).
Measuring termination efficiencies across a collection of terminators
We assembled and sub-cloned an expanded set of 61 putative terminator elements into the RIIIG measurement device (see 'Materials and Methods' section and Supplementary Figure S2) . We characterized each terminator in bulk culture and among single cells by measuring expression levels of the two fluorescent reporters. We rank ordered the terminators based on calculated average TEs (see 'Materials and Methods' section, Figure 3A) . Of the 61 sequences tested, 17 encoded TEs >95%. Overall, the set encoded terminators sufficient to control expressed protein levels across a $800-fold range ( Figure 3B ). Bulk and single-cell measurements of TEs were highly correlated (r = 0.99, n = 61, Supplementary Figure S6) . We further observed that the mean and standard deviation of TEs within clonal populations were inversely correlated ( Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S7) ; highly active terminators exhibited little cell-cell variation, whereas the activities of weak terminators were highly dispersed among individual cells (Supplementary Figure S4) .
Impact of proximal sequence context on termination efficiency
Genetic elements whose functions are encoded via RNA structures can be highly sensitive to changes in neighboring sequence context (31) . For example, efficient transcription termination relies on the formation of a terminator hairpin, as the elongation complex is transiently paused at the U tail (17) ; the presence of competing structures upstream of a terminator core can prevent timely formation of a hairpin, thereby attenuating termination (36) . To evaluate the impact of changing genetic context on TE, we compared the performance of 11 terminators in their natural genetic context with cognate minimal terminator motifs (i.e. sequences encoding only the hairpin and U tail; Figure 1 ). For 10 of the 11 terminator pairs, the full terminators flanked by 30 nt of native genomic context were at least as active as their cognate minimal terminators (P = 0.04, one-way ANOVA). Conversely, the minimal his terminator was $20-fold more active than the full his terminator ( Figure 4A ).
We explored two processes that may account for some of the differences in TEs as a function of changing sequence contexts. First, co-transcription mRNA folding can dynamically constrain the formation of downstream RNA structures (37) . We thus investigated whether upstream mRNA context could form competing folds that interfere with timely formation of a functional terminator. We performed kinetic folding simulations to predict the rate and frequency of correct terminator structure formation (31, 30) . For each terminator sequence, we assumed a constant transcription elongation rate and, allowing transcription complexes to pause at the start of the poly-U tail (17) , derived frequencies of target terminator structure formation over time using 400 replicate simulations (see 'Materials and Methods' section). We found, for example, that proper folding of the fulllength his terminator is likely prevented by a kinetically favored alternative mRNA secondary structure in which part of the upstream context associates with the first half of the terminator stem ( Figure 4B, Supplementary  Figure S8 ). In nature, the his terminator is part of a larger attenuation system involved in the regulation of histidine biosynthesis wherein a competing structure serves as an anti-terminator motif (38) ; competing structure formation is conditioned by low translation efficiency across an upstream his coding sequence that is not present in our test construct. Similar mRNA structural interference effects were predicted to impact the minimal versions of rpoC and rnpBT1 terminators ( Figure 4B ). Differential folding was also predicted for the lambda tR2 and crp terminators, but only in simulations corresponding to specific upstream free-mRNA window sizes (Supplementary Table S5) . Second, within some terminators, we observed that the sequence immediately upstream of a core stem might form an extended structure by pairing with the U tail. Such features are often thought to not impact TE, and only be required to form a U tail on the complementary strand within bi-directional terminators (39) . Closer examination revealed that some extended stems are closed by G-C base pairing. In addition, when comparing the natural paralogs rrnB and rrnD within our data set, we noticed that a mutation in the upstream A-stretch is exactly complemented by a mutation in the downstream U tail, as might be expected from co-selection for base pairing ( Figure 4C and Supplementary Figure S8C ). These observations suggest the formation of functional outer terminators elements that extend past the core terminator motif. We found such possible nested structures for six terminators within our collection (rnpBT1, tonB, rrnA, rrnB, rrnD and RNAI; Figure 4C ). Such elements within extended terminators seem likely to function sequentially, as indicated by the lower measured TEs of the minimal rnpBT1, rrnB, rrnD and tonB terminators relative to their extended counterparts ( Figure 4A and C) .
Sequence-activity models of termination efficiency
We defined 12 sequence features potentially involved in modulating terminator activity by reviewing the published literature and considering the roles of sequence context as noted earlier in the text (Supplementary Table S6 ). We developed a generic linear model for TE to select sequence features that might best account for observed TEs [Equation (4); 'Materials and Methods' section]. We found that increasing the number of predictors increased accuracy up to five predictors (Supplementary Figure S9) . Overall, correlations between observed and computed TEs were modest (r = 0.67, cross-validated r = 0.61, n = 54; Figure 5A ). The two features representing sequence context effects ('folding frequency' and 'ability to form extended terminators') were selected as the second and third most important variables. Additionally, we noted that terminators with very low TEs were poorly predicted. By systematically varying a TE cut-off, we found that improved correlations could be achieved by excluding seven terminators with TEs <35% (low-efficiency terminators, LET; Supplementary Figures S8B and S9) . Likewise, we determined that terminators with simulated folding frequencies <90% reduced prediction quality, presumably because their TEs are not entirely encoded by core sequence features (low folding frequency terminators, LFFT; Supplementary Figures S8D and S9) . We also suspected that the complex organization of extended terminators (ET) might confound model feature identification and excluded such terminators from a redacted modeling data set (Supplementary Figure S8C) .
The remaining 31 canonical terminators (Supplementary Figure S8A ) provided a more straightforward mapping of terminator features to TE measurements, and we expected this training set to yield more accurate models. Using the same cross-validation procedure ('Materials and Methods' section), we determined that a linear model comprising only four sequence features was highly explanatory of observed variation in TEs across this curated collection (r = 0.9, cross-validated r = 0.85, n = 31; Figure 5B and Supplementary Figure S9) . The selected variables represented all functionally important regions of the core terminator motif, including stability of the hairpin normalized by its length (hp_norm_dg), sequence identity of the closing stack at the base of the stem (closing_stackGC) and the quality of the U tail (TTHP_utail_score) (Figure 1) . The model also suggested that DNA composition bias downstream of the terminator (dna_dna_pattern) could fine-tune TE in relation to the quality of the U tail. The definitions and contributions of these features are detailed in Supplementary   Table S6 and Supplementary Figure S9 , and further discussed later in the text. We used the best linear model to predict the activities of the 23 terminators that had been excluded from the curated training set. Consistently, we found that predicted activities of LETs were highly overestimated, LFFTs also tended to be overestimated, whereas ETs were underestimated ( Figure 5C ; 'Discussion' section).
DISCUSSION
We developed a genetic testing device that uses RNase III recognition sites to create well-defined mRNA junctions surrounding intrinsic terminators. The test device reduces observed variation in upstream reporter gene expression levels while improving correlations for downstream reporter levels and resulting estimates of terminator efficiencies (TEs). Measured TEs were found to be insensitive to modest variation in fluorescent reporter transcription and translation activity. We used the validated testing device to characterize a set of sequence distinct terminators that collectively encode an $800-fold range in observed expression levels for coding sequences downstream of terminator elements. The resulting terminator collection should enable synthetic biologists to realize fine control of transcription read-through in engineered gene expression cassettes.
We applied a simple linear model to identify possible sequence features that could be used to explain observed differences in measured TEs. We found no weighted linear combination of sequence features that could be used to perfectly estimate the observed activities for all terminators tested here. We used co-transcription folding simulations to detect potential upstream structures that might prevent the timely formation of active terminator motifs and result in decreased TEs (LFFTs). We also identified extended terminators wherein a canonical core terminator stem could be extended through the U tail to yield additional outer terminators that likely increase TEs (ETs). Finally, we noticed that activities for a few very low-efficiency terminators were consistently overestimated (LETs). When we excluded these three types of terminators from model development, we found that a four-factor linear model could explain most of the observed differences in the activities of the remaining terminators, while maintaining a reasonable cross-validation score (r = 0.9, CV r = 0.85, n = 31). Two sequence features explain most of the variation in activity within the curated terminator data set. First, 'TTHP_utail_score' is a heuristic score for the U tail that rewards both the number of uracils in the tail and their proximity to the hairpin (16) . Second, 'hp_norm_dg' is the thermodynamic stability of the hairpin divided by the length of its stem. Of note, 'hp_norm_dg' performed better than either the uncorrected thermodynamic stability of the hairpin or the hairpin score used in the TransTermHP algorithm (21) . 'TTHP_utail_score' and 'hp_norm_dg' together provided a reasonable quantitative model of termination efficiency (r = 0.85, CV r = 0.8, n = 31). Increasing the size and diversity of the training set would be necessary to fully validate the contributions of two additional features. Specifically, we found terminator hairpin stems that close with 5 0 -G. . .C-3 0 base pairing (i.e. 'closing_stackGC') were associated with higher TEs. Also, 'dna_dna_pattern', a statistic tracking to what extent nucleotides downstream of a terminator core stem match sequence patterns (8) , was associated with higher TEs.
The predicted activities for terminator types excluded from our curated training set were consistently biased ( Figure 5C ). For example, LFFTs were overpredicted with respect to measurements, as expected, given terminators with seemingly adequate core features that nevertheless fail to fold into functional structures. Such observations indirectly validate the co-transcription simulation procedure used in this work. However, it remains difficult to integrate such predictions directly into a simple linear model given that alternate structures may exert some termination activity on their own. Conversely, ETs were mostly under predicted, as expected for terminators whose true performance results from the activity of extended elements; aggregate termination from double terminators was similarly difficult to predict (Supplementary Figure S10) . Finally, LETs were all strongly overpredicted. Of the seven terminators discarded for low TE, five were construction mutants with severe alterations of the stem-loop motif, one is a recombinase recognition motif (attC aadA7 ) that has been suspected of termination activity but is not a canonical terminator (40) and further shows weak transcription initiation activity (Supplementary Figure S3B) , and the remaining is a minimal version of a putative extended terminator identified in this work (tonB [min]).
Differences in termination efficiencies arising from simple changes in terminator sequences (Supplementary Figure S1 ) have also been observed with single molecule measurements [e.g. his, tR2 (26) ]. In vivo assays, as developed and standardized here, can now be scaled to support reliable characterization of much larger libraries of terminator mutants. We are, therefore, optimistic that high-throughput in vivo measurements combined with focused single molecule studies might resolve how to represent now difficult-to-model terminators, enabling a priori prediction of termination efficiency without consideration of terminator type.
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